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The Challenges

Learning productivity is compromised
Our Solution

Deep Discussions
Organised, engaging, collaborative.

- A guiding hand at first: empower and encourage to experiment
- Socratic discussions with competing answers, agreements & disagreements
- Self improvement features
“Ment has been a tremendous asset in my course instruction... This not only saves time on grading student on-line discussion since students give each other feedback, it also provides a platform for a dynamic and lively exchange of ideas between students.”

Erika Weissinger
Visiting Assistant Professor

“The main value of Ment is that it forces people to have an opinion before they post something. The main features that enable that is the need not only to respond, but (i) check whether someone already wrote it, so you need to respond to them, and (ii) a student must take a stand, rather than just write.”

Gad Allon
Professor of Operations, Information and Decision
What are your challenges?
Ment.io on Moodle

- Turn on editing. Add an activity or resource, choose an external tool, mark Ment.io and name your discussion
- The link created leads to the main discussion page for your team
- Name the discussion itself with the week number on Ment.io
Student Onboarding

- Once they followed the link, they are on Ment.io
- Find them under “My Team Settings”
- View their activity within discussions from the discussion sidebar.
Types of Questions

- Asynchronous
- Ask clear and short questions: what is the best / most interesting / important...
- Invite competing answers
- Guide a limited number of answers
- Best outcome: fewer answers, more comments
Self Directing

- Students can see how they are performing in “My Analytics”
- All components correspond with the Assessment (for professors only)
Managing the Discussion

- Review through “Highlights”
- Use “Announcement” button to send email notification to the entire group
- Tell the students about “Manage Notifications” in their profile page
Close Discussion

- The person who started a discussion can close the discussion as well as the admins.
- Discussions can remain open but then will become overdue.
- It is possible to contribute even after closing the discussions.
- Students can also be assigned to create discussion recaps in groups or breakout rooms.
Scoring & Assessments

- Answer scoring is not personal - it stems from collective actions.
- Students can get excellent scores without ever writing an answer.
- Personal assessment is reflected on “My Analytics” and includes components of engagement, collaboration and quality.
General Recommendations

- Ask 1 to 5 questions per week.
- Decide if you want to enable the students to ask their own discussions - and let them know what you want them to do.
- Synchronous mode works well for small groups. Asynchronous is the best way to make sure all contributions are reviewed.
- The more involved the students are in reading what others write and understanding the structure (closing discussions, for example), the better they become in conducting discussions.
Enjoy Meaningful Discussions,
Ment.io
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